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414 Initiates Controversy
By Jerry Everard
Initiative 414 (widely known as the
bottle and can bill) has created controversy across the state. One cannot
excape the onslaught of advertising
for and against the initiative.
Reference is made to the issue on the
back of buses, on signs along the
street, on pamphlets distributed
across the state and on the television.
In weeding through these advertisements, one becomes boggled as
to what is the bottom line. In a recent
interview with Pati Chase, a
spokeswoman for Citizens for
Cleaner Washington, the Trail was
told that this initiative, if approved,
would result in less litter being spewed across the state. The Trail got exactly the opposite response from the
Committee for Litter Control and
Recycling however. There seem to
be some rather fundamental conflicts
on this issue which are resultant from
misleading information on both sides.
As students who purchase many bottles and cans of various beverages,
we are directly affected by this issue
and as such, we should endeavor to
sort through the various information
so that we can be sure to make an informed decision.
The first question on which conflicting responses arise concerns the
cost of this initiative to each of us.
The Citizens for Cleaner Washington
who sponsored the bill, assured this
Trail reporter that there will be no increase in prices for the consumer
save for the 30 cent per bottle
deposit which would be refunded to
the consumer on return of the bottle.
Chase uses as evidence the fact that
there has been only one state where
prices have gone up" as a result of a
similar bottle bill, and that they are
"being investigated for price fixing."
This group feels that the threat of increases in prices is a "scare-tactic"
used by the opposition.
The proponents of the initiative's
argument is that a bottle at present
costs the manufacturer 10-20 cents
per bottle. Ms. Chase told the Trail
that manufacturers will be able to buy
back bottles at 7 cents per bottle if
this initiative passes. They feel then,
that the manufacturer will have no
need to raise his prices if he is actually saving money. In response to a
question concerning the 2 cent compensation fee which the store owners
receive, Ms. Chase told the Trail that,
"10 percent of the bottles will never
make it back, they will be broken,

taken out of state, etc." The manufacturer will keep the deposits on these
bottles, according to Ms. Chase, to
help defer the cost.
The Committee for Litter Control
and Recycling gave the Trail a very
contradictory and drastically different
set of figures. This group believes
that the total cost to the consumer will
be 57 million dollars in increased
prices, plus sales tax and 77 million
dollars in deposits annually. This committee has stated that, "Beer and soft
drink prices rose sharply in the few
states that enacted bottle bills."
The opponents state that costs will
indeed be raised because of several
indirect and unconsidered expenses.
First of all, the expenses incurred in
the handling, transportation, washing
and storage of the bottles has to be
incurred by someone. Secondly, the
cost in jobs, they believe, would be
substantial. The estimate is "580
head-of-household skilled jobs (in
container mfg. plants) and about
1100 jobs (in recycling stations that
would have to close)." This group
cites the support which it has been
given by the Washington State Labor
Council, AFL-CIO and various other
labor organizations as evidence of
this initiative's impact.
The proponents of the initiative told
the Trail that besides no increases in
prices, the initiative will also decrease
litter drastically. Ms. Chase could only
estimate the percentage to which litter wuld be reduced but stated that
similar measures "reduced litter by at
least 87 percent in other states." She
also said that Washingtonians "are
now recycling only 25 percent of
their beverage containers," and that
the amount of recycling should "increase to 90 percent."
The opponents of the initiative
disagree with this estimate
wholeheartedly. They report that,
"Beverage containers account for only 4.2 percent of the total (of all litter),
according to the Department of
Ecology." The opponents also
believe that Washington's existing law
works sufficiently well. The existing
law taxes business and industry to
pay for a 1.5 million dollar program
which pays youths to pick up trash
along road ways.
The proponents of the initiative
believe that the state will benefit immensely from the energy savings
which will result from washing bottles
rather than making new ones. They
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hold the belief that it takes more
energy to wash bottles than it does to
manufacture new ones.
The committee for Litter Control
and Recycling, however, believes
that more energy will be consumed
than saved. They bring attention to
the idea that it will take "extra trucks
and fuel...to pick up empties."
Another issue on which these two
groups disagree is on how the initiative will affect the local recycling industry. The proponents feel that
retcyclers will not be hurt but indeed
helped as consumers will be able to
return containers at the recycling
centers as well as local grocery
stores. They believe that with an increase in the amount of containers
returned, the industry will flourish.
The opponents, however, feel that the
recycling industry will collapse and all
the labor which it supports left without
jobs.
These are the major points on
which these two organizations
disagree on Initiative 414. The voters
will have to decide which group is
closer to what will result, if the initiative passes. The voter is encouraged to consider these arguments and
make an informed choice when she
or he goes to the polls on Nov. 2.

SAG E's Unite
By Janice Gaub
Recently there have been flyers up
around campus advertising "The Over
22 Brown Bag Luncheon and
Meeting." This group, after two
meetings, has a new name, Survivors'
Association for Getting Education, or
SAGE. The Counseling Center is
sponsoring this group because those
of the center feel this group will help
people to get the most out of their
university experience. The group
hopes to develop a program to aid the
returning students in making the transition from a previous occupation or
position back into campus life.
Another way this group intends to
help the campus is by providing a
means for people to know with whom
to carpool. This would give people an
incentive to go to activities because
they would have someone to meet or
go with. SAGE will be holding brown
bag luncheons for the remainder of
the semester on the following dates:
10/28, 11/5, 11/11, 11/19 and
12/2. All of these will meet from
12:00 to 1:30 in Rm 2 in the SUB.
These are targeted at students who
are returning to expand or change
their emphases or finish work
toward their degrees.
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LETTERS...

To the Editor:
In the October 15th issue of the
Trail I noticed a letter to the editor apparently prompted by a letter I wrote
two weeks ago. I had written a letter
explaining the parking program here
at UPS and hopefully correcting some
misconceptions promulgated in an
"editorial" by Jeri Hurd. That letter
was apparently not deemed of sufficient interest to print. However, I am
mystified by the results, i.e., Jeri
Hurd's letter to the editor castigating
personnel of the Department of
Security, including myself apparently,
for being poor sports about some
derogatory comments she made in an
article titled, "How to Park Illegally".
Usually my memory serves me
well, but, thinking that I may have had
a psychotic break unawares, I re-read
my letter (a copy of which is attached
in case you lost the first one). I cannot
locate the "official complaint" with
which I am credited in Ms. Hurd's
most recent essay. As far as I can tell
I stuck to the task of clarifying our
procedures in parking control and
made no comment on Ms. Hurd's
satirical skills. That I endeavored to
correct some misinformation circulated in the article hardly stretches
to, "the head of Safety and Security
has lodged an official complaint with
the editor".

Jeri states that her article
generated "unprecedented uproar" in
the Trail office. Uproar from whom? A
letter from me explaining the parking
program hardly qualifies as uproar,
even on a campus as quiet and short
on controversy as this one. Which
"friends on the S&S staff" are "shunning" her? Only a few of my personnel even recognize her on sight. Who
has made any "half-serious threats"
to tow her car? It appears to me that if
there is uproar being generated in the
Trail office it is originating there as
well.
I think it is somewhat unfair to use
the editorial page for the type of
"satirical commentary" that is usually
reserved for the Trail's Combat Zone.
Editorials are generally taken as an
exposition of fact. Ms. Hurd's original
article was short of a few very important facts and the potential for
needless inconvenience (if the information presented were believed) prompted my letter to the editor (and not
any irritation over some of the Feature
Editor's "satirical" wit). I think it even
more unfair to cry bad sportsmanship
when the student personnel in this
department did not even respond to
the article in question. Speaking for
myself, I would prefer not to be
credited with actions I have not taken
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and things I have not said. Though I
cannot speak for my employees, I
would assume they have the same
preferences.
The personnel in this department
all have a very good sense of humor.
Given the type and amount of abuse
they frequently experience during the
course of their duties, I doubt seriously that Ms. Hurd's article could bother
them for long, if at all. I personally
think it would be nice if "satire", such

as Ms. Hurd's original article, and fiction, such as her subsequent letter,
were labeled as such.
Mr. Ron Garrett, director of Safety
and Security
Mr. Garrett: Your first letter was
received after our Issue had gone to
press (Thursday, Sept. 30). Also,
Jeri Hurd's piece to which I believe
you are referring was a "letter to
the editor", not an editorial.

(cont. on page 4)

Cunningham Fellow Corresponds
Dear President Phibbs and all at UPS,
I'm having a wonderful time - it
would be ungrateful not to. I've been
in York for a bit over a fortnight. It's a
marvellous place. It has a little bit of
everything. I've been dividing my time
between reading in the Cathedral
Library or the University's Historical
Research Institute, and exploring
York and the countryside.
It still strikes me as odd, considering my very student-oriented outlook
on life, that people consider me as a
professional historian. Everyone at
the above-named libraries is very
helpful. When I was having problems
reading a cantulary (with all this new
material I could really expand my
Honors Thesis), one librarian even
gave me a crash course in
paleography. I've gone to a couple of
lectures of the York Historical Society
and had a grand time. It's nice to find
other people to talk about Medieval
History with.
I've seen so many things that the
art-history books don't get around to
and that the regular history books
relegate to footnotes. York Minster
especially is a treasure house of
sculpture and stained glass. I try to
get there every day for at least a few
minutes, since I find something new
every time I'm there.
I'm finding it harder and harder to
describe my experiences and the
things I've seen adequately. Instead
of getting bored with cathedrals,
castles, etc. (which I never thought
was too serious a danger in the first
place), they seem to be building up a
very strong cumulative effect. I think
the only way to give my impressions
of them adequately would be in
music, except that I doubt that
anyone is capable of writing that kind
of music. As a poor substitute, I've
started writing third-rate poetry. I'm
pretty happy with my efforts so far,
since the only poetry I've written
before has been rhymed iambic pentameter that galloped along like a
horse with one leg shortened.
Anyway, I've included a few of my
creative efforts. You might find them
entertaining.
I've been spending the last three
weeks with a typical (?) British family.
It's nice to know that things like family
squabbles are universal. The
matriarch of the family is always
fascinated to hear about our odd
American habits, so we have a great
time exchanging notes on lifstyles.
In less than a fortnight I'll be off to
France, so I'll soon see if all of the
French I've been working on since
May 23rd has any practical application. Say hello to the dear old alma
mater for me.
Sincerely,
'Phyllis Jestice

The Venues of Bignor Villa
The Lady looks up at us;
Fresh, new, as befits a goddess
Of love and beauty
Made so long ago - a novelty for a few
years.
Then ignored, taken for granted,
Walked on for centuries.
Neglected; ruins fall around her.
Grass covers her.
There, by her face, a medieval plow
dug.
Maybe the farmer paused a moment,
Wondering at the fine tile pieces,
Before continuing his work,
Leaving her to neglect.
Now she gazes up again.
A spectacle, something new and
strange,
Shut off behind a fence,
As a momento from a long-dead age.
Caerphilly Castle
Forsaken, its builders gone,
Dead many years.
It stands, dead too, stark grey bones
Still looming against the sky.
Degraded - meant as a proud and noble steed
Of eternal War Now just a carcass;
Useless.
A toy for children of an age
Whose grownups have better ways
To serve Death.
Will the day ever come
When the death-toys of today
Become playthings for children?
Glastonbury Abbey
Stones tumbled, glassless windows,
Walls collapsed - it should be
desolate,
Abandoned by God as it was by man.
But flowers grow on the walls;
The cloisters, now grass, yet echo
With the steps of monks.
The walls of the church still raise
Their silent cry to heaven.
Glorious, but not built for man,
Abandoned by man, but completely
empty?
The grass in the aisles is softer than
carpets,
The heavens more delicate than any
vaulting.
Finally a true monastery; the cares of
the world
At last vanquished. Free at last
To hear the voice of God.

OPINION

The Falklands: Revisited
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By Gorham J. Bowler
Falklands Today

Beginning on April 2, a very unique
and multi-sided war erupted with the
seizure of the Falkland Islands by
Argentina. The Falklands, a British
protectorate for 150 years, had been
a subject of continuous discussion
between Britain and Argentina. In the
late 1970's an agreement was nearly
reached to turn the islands, under
some restrictions, over to the Argentines. However, the Falklanders and
their strong lobby in Parliament
wanted no part of such a deal and it
failed to pass. This action upset
Argentina and with their recent
change of leadership in December
1981 to President Galtieri a renewed
nationalism ensued. Galtieri took his
position while Argentina was in extreme financial difficulty. This strong
national fervor combined with
Galtieri's wish to maintain power and
obtain a firm backing challenged
Galtieri to enter the Falklands. The
task took little time. But Galtieri misjudged both Britain's resolve and the
formation of opposing sides.
England immediately denounced
the action and began military plans to
deal with the Argentines. Galtieri
believed that because both nations
belonged to the Western bloc no
violent reaction would occur, but he
made an error. Not only did England
react more aggresively, but the U.S.
backed England and not Argentina.
Galtieri found himself in a bad position
and turned to his Latin American
neighbors, but the Organization of
American States only mildly backed
Argentina's claim to the Falklands, or
rather the Malvinas Argentinas. It was
much less than what Galtieri expected and obviously did not include
the U.S. However, England received
strong support from the European
Community. Galtieri, in hopes of more
support, said he seriously considered
getting help from the Soviet Union,
Argentina's most important trading
partner. Attempts to gain Cuban and
Nicaraguan support were not encouraging. Yet Argentina's Latin
American support far surpassed what
England thought would arise and she
was aware that a long hard fight could
damage relations in Latin America and
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elsewhere. Britain, however, remained firm and refused to allow this
degradation to occur.
Thatcher's right wing government
decided to move in militarily while attempting to solve the conflict diplomatically. These attempts, even with
the "help" of other nations, failed to
find a peaceful solution. So, on April
25, after the British task force reached the South Atlantic, South George
Island, to the East of the Falklands,
was retaken. The war had truly begun
and the fleet moved for the Falklands.
Both the British and the Argentines in
their respective countries felt totally
prepared to support a fight. The
Argentines struck out to obtain what
they felt legitimately belonged to
them and what even a first world nation could not hold away from them,
while the British wanted to keep some
semblance of a powerful country that
could defend itself and her people.
The conflict escalated and on May
2nd the British sank an Argentine
naval vessel. They were able to show
their power, but it made England now
appear as the aggressor and European support began to ebb. Then on
May 4th it happened, the happy Britains on their way to defeating the
Argentines stumbled and wept at the
loss of the HMS Sheffield, along with
British sailors. Although saddened,
the British, estimated by a poll, kept
their determination to fight and win by
over 80 percent.
Both nations took heavy losses
and each encountered foul-ups and
confusion. But after fierce fighting the
British defeated the Argentines during
the second week of June, regaining
the Falklands. How did that affect and
leave the Falkland's people? The control by the Argentines no longer existed, but their once quiet home now
teemed with British soldiers who occupied their homes and disrupted
their lives.
These small islands with their
peaceful and beautiful lands had now
come to an end. Not only were they
occupied by hundreds of soldiers, but
the scars and rubbish of the conflict
still remained behind. All terrain
vehicles, trucks, helicopters, artillery
and more large equipment lay damaged or totally destroyed over much of
the Islands. But this debris only marred the aesthetics of the Islands while
more dangerous material survived the
entire ordeal. Explosives were scattered in every conceivable place. An
estimated 5,000 plus mines buried
by the Argentines still remained. Even
now, the immediate area around
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Stanl ey continues to yield mines, and
many soldiers in attempting to remove
the dangers have been seriously
wounded by explosions. In addition,
ammunition and bombs of all sorts
spread throughout the rolling hills
continue to lie in wait. The
Falklanders are used to a rather relaxed life with more simple pleasures,
like strolling the wide expanses, but
no longer. The military believes the
clean-up in the area of Stanley will
take until November. But the rest of
the Islands may never be cleaned up.
There is far too much area for the
military to clear. So, not only must the
people curtail their roamings, but to
collect the abundance of peat used
for fuel they endanger their lives and
bring work to a snail's pace using the
utmost of care. Additionally the raising of livestock, a principle way of life,
also entails movement in the hills, not
just by people, but by herds which
live in the danger. The wild animals
must also deal with this reality they
had absolutely nothing to do with. The
Islands are loaded with penguins,
seals, and many types of flying birds.
Countless number of their homes
were destroyed and their living patterns for thousands of years altered.
These once nearly unknown
Islands have now come into a much
brighter light. Many enterprising people now look toward the Islands as an
opportunity while some of the resident families have had enough and
are moving out. The export of wool is
seen by some outsiders to be a waste
and they wish to build mills and export
finished products. This first introduction of manufacturing on a large scale
could be extremely unsettling. The
people brought in to build, set up, and
possibly run the mill(s) may not be accustomed to the slower paced lifestyle and be an even further disruption to the present families'
lifestyles.
In late July '82, a thorough U.S.
geological survey of the Falkland area
estimated that up to five times the oil
in the North Sea exists in the ground
below the waters surrounding the
Falklands. Again, exploration of these
finds will bring in unadapted people,
maybe hundreds of them. What would
their presence and influence do to the
rreople and wildlife presently there,
not to mention the horrible thought of
what could happen on an oil drilling
operation or its shipment? Oil spillage
could be the end of the wildlife that
has nowhere else to go.
So what was the point? The people
and natural surroundings disrupted
have great possibilities and potential
to become much more unsettled. And
the British are still unsure of their
resolve to protect the Islands. In
order to adequately protect them, a
larger airfield must be constructed
along with larger military installations.
The cost would be quite large to the
British and again the effects of
strange people must be dealt with.
Thatcher wanted the Argentines out
before her government would discuss
future arrangements with Argentina.
So does this mean they would still
give up the Falklands willingly? The
Labor Party on the left feels this is

what should be done! So why the
destruction, bloodshed, and the
siding up of many peoples around the
world. An old power trying to
preserve some prestige, an emerging
nation showing its ability, with a president who wanted to stay in power by
covering up the true problems Argentina needed to deal with do not seem
like good reasons. A beautiful spot in
the world was, after a quick destructive war, transformed horribly to a
condition that may never be
remedied, while its fate most likely
changed little, if any. Personally, I am
glad I traveled the Islands in their
splendor and tranquillity before the
tranquillity was significantly altered.

Take Note
Ronald V. Adkins, Director of
Academic Advising at UPS has been
elected to the Board of Directors of
the National Academic Advising
Association (NACADA).
Adkins will represent private universities for NACADA, which aims to promote professionalism and scholarly
research in academic advising and
counselling.
An active member of NACADA,
Adkins attended the Sixth National
Conference on Academic Advising
October 10-13 in San Jose, California, where he presented a paper, "Insuring Advisor/Advisee Contact." The
paper focuses on UPS's innovative
Freshman Advising Program.
Adkins has been Director of
Academic Advising at UPS for four
years and a member of the University
communitiy since 1976. He received
the B.A. from George Washington
University, the M.A. from Marshall
University and the Ab.D. from the
University of Denver.
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As an extra treat for the theatre
event calendar this semester, the Inside Theatre presents the 2918 OffBroadway series--a trio of studentdirected one act plays. These productions will take the stage Dec.
3,4,10 and 11th, the two weekends
before finals, to divert and delight the
masses before the holidays.
Open auditioins will be held Tuesday, Oct. 26th from 4:00-5:30 p.m.
and from 6:30-9:00 p.m. in the
Kilworth Chapel. Parts are available
for 7 men and 7 women; no experience necessary.
A little about the plays: Faye
Jackson will direct And Miss Readon
Drinks a Little, by Paul Zindel - a
tragicomedy that probes deeply into
the tortured relationship of three
sisters whose lives have reached a
point of crisis. Larry Baumiller will
direct No Exit, by Jean-Paul Sartre
-an unforgetable existential portrayal
of hell. Wendi Naplin will direct Lone
Star - a hilarious study of two Texas
"good old boys" on a Saturday night
carouse with a young playwright.
Faye Jackson, Larry Baumiller, and
Wendi Naplin are seniors and
veterans of the Inside Theatre, directing these productions as their final
project for trytio-m&Itreertswor;
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MORE LETTERS

By Jon Blitz

(cont. from page 2)
Dear Editor:
The editor and the staff of The Trail
deserve to be complimented on the
noticeable improvement in The Trail
this year. The writing and the more intelligent selection of subject matter
have really improved the quality of the
paper.
One of the faults of UPS in the past
has been the apathy of many of the
students concerning issues outside
of the secluded academic and social
world of the school. It's understandable that on a small, private campus
tomorrow's test and Friday's function
seem closer and more real than a
massacre somewhere in the Middle
East or a nuclear arms crisis. Conversation outside of class probably
centers much more on the former
than on the latter. It would be ignorance, however, to say that these
international and political issues don't
affect us; however indirectly, they do.
For this reason I was impressed to
see that The Trail is giving more
coverage to such articles on Beirut,
Japan, the nuclear freeze and the impact of the Trident on America. It
shows a broader, less introverted attitude than it has in the past.

A good college newspaper covers
issues that affect the students.
Aspects of college life, college news,
jokes and spoofs belong to a good
paper. But because UPS tends to be
secluded from the outside world;
because The Trail is very likely the
only newspaper most students read
regularly, it's important to give international and political issues the
coverage they deserve as real concerns of university students. The Trail
seems to have realized this, and
deserves to be complimented on the
improvement in the issues this year.
Respectfully,
Charlene Meek
P.S. I want to thank whoever it is
who's responsible for sending issues
of The Trail to us UPS students on exchange programs abroad. It really
helps us keep in touch and feel part of
the school; it's really been appreciated by all of us. Thanks for thinking
of us. I would like to suggest, though,
that it also be made possible for us to
vote in UPS elections. Is there such a
thing as a voter absentee ballot for us
poor isolated students?

The Pledge Is Dead,

Peace
Corps

Being a Peace Corps volunteer means taking what you
know, sharing it with others, and learning about life in
another country, another culture.

Developing nations want to grow more food to feed their
people . . . improve schools and expand public education
. . . provide adequate shelter and clean drinking water . . .
insure good health care and basic nutrition . . . build roads
and transportation systems.
The person who becomes a Peace Corps volunteer must
have a strong committment to helping other people. He or
she must be willing to learn their language . . appreciate
their culture . . and live modestly among them.
If this sounds like you, we'd like to show you the many
opportunities beginning soon in 60 developing nations. You
can apply now for any
openings beginning in
FILM SEMINAR:
the next 12 months.
Library, Room 17
Noon
INFORMATION:
Wed., Nov. 3
Student Union Lobby
9 a.m.-noon. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
INTERVIEWS:
Thurs., Nov. 4
Career Planning and Placement
Center, Rm 225
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
(bring completed application to interview)

The
toughest
job you'll
ever love

THE ICONOCLAST
Nothing bothers me more than a
moralist, they always seem so right. A
moralist, as Webster's defines it, is
one who is concerned with regulating
the morals of others. I've been giving
the matter some thought since I
began writing this thing, and I think
there are really two species of
moralists. One species is what I will
call the true moralist. This person
preaches his morality fervently
because he is basically powerless to
implement any of his ideas. I he ability
to gain enough power to put his
morals into action is far beyond his
reach because to get enough power,
he must clearly compromise his
morals. Frustrated, the true morliast
spews his rhetoric more readily while
boring and maddening the more
pragmatic in nature. The true moralist
is certainly a pain in the neck, but he
means well. The second kind of
moralist, the hypocritical moralist, is
much more of a danger. The
hypocritical moralist often times rears
his ugly head in politics, but the scary
hypocritical moralist comes in the
form of a sovereign nation; the United
States.
What nations really want is not a
higher morality, but power. I think
most everything a nation does on the
international scale, and what politicians do on the national scale, can be
explained as power plays. The United
States is extremely good at these
power plays. Somehow too good. We
covet power so ruthlessly yet so
covertly, that not even we recognize
it in all its subtleties. We hide behind

our perceived superior moral stature
to gain power. Russia pulls the strings
on Poland and tells Jaruzelski solidarity must be outlawed. Reagan
responds by "sending Russia a
message" by taking Poland's most
favored trade status away. We also
ban our selling of wheat to Russia
'from time to time for well, who can
keep track? Here we are in America,
the great moral sanctuary of the
world, telling Russia they're acting
like bad children, and it's our responsibility to teach them right from
wrong. Eleven million people are out
of work here while there are people
literally starving all over the world and
Reagan, as well as previous adminitrators, is preaching morality. We
espouse morality to the extent that it
can be used as a lever to gain increasing power internationally as well
as domestically. If the politicians and
the United States were truly concerned with morality, we would spend less
time preaching to Russia and more
time solving the more lurid problems
in the world and at home. It's a
facade, a power play, and a transparent one at that.
I can't deny that it is a good thing
to have strong morals, but to use your
morality as a means to an immoral end
is wrong. This is what the hypocritical
moralists are after. It is a sad commentary on the state of the world that
it is the hypocritical moralists that hold
power in the world while we all sit
back on the sidelines so sure of our
superior morality.

Long Live The King!!!
10111111111100.11 ■114
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FL WERS BY THREE FIRS
....Bouquets and Single flowers
....Greeting Cards and Candy
....Blooming and Foliage Plants
....Gifts and Potpourri

YOUR NEAREST FLORIST
3411-6th AVE. at Warner st.
756-0599
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`LETTING GO OF STRESS'
Feeling pressured, uptight, can't concentrate?
is stress or anxiety interfering with your personal or
academic life?

LEARN WAYS TO STAY CALM, COOL
AND COLLECTED IN THE EYE OF
THE STORM.
Tues. Oct 26, 8:00-9:30 PM
SUB Upstairs Lourici9.

Sponsored by
UP$ Counseling Center

It
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THEATER

Medea -- Brilliant Work
BY CRYSTAL WAGLEY
The classical Greek tragedy,
Medea, has just recently been
materialized by a UPS cast of actors
into a deeply intense and surprisingly
sophisticated theater production.
Although the performance involves
several "firsts" for its actors as well
as those organizing the performance,
the construction is solid, authentic,
and for the most part, believable. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that
the subject matter presents a significant challenge to the average
"theater-goer" as such an individual
will not find Medea a source of entertainment so much as an involved and
harrowing experience of the human
dilemma.
Christine Sloan, as a sophomore
playing her first college-level leading
role, gave an impressive portrayal fo
the unjustly victimized heroine,
Medea. Most often, her voice expressively conveyed the passionate
emotion to which she was continuously enslaven, and her overall

manner
was
successsfully
expressive--especially so for one rising to her first part at UPS. Likewise,
Andrew Johnson (playing her deceitful love), acted out his part with vitality
and reliability, however, both seemed
to suffer the effects of their long
dialogues.
Because of the extensive colloquis
involved, two difficulties seemed to
arise. The first appeared to stem from
the need for continual variance in
both vocal and emotional intonation
which occurred during the play's
many long-winded discourses. This
posed somewhat of a struggle for the
actors, as their entrances often involved the immediate depiction of
highly empassioned states which did
not conclude before their following
exit. The second struggle was the
maintainment of audience interest.
Not only was the dialogue deep and
often symbolic, but its understanding
simply demanded a high level of concentration, and most ideally, some
previous knowlege of ancient Greek
mythology, drama, and the eloquent

ART
Gallery 4

Good,Bad, Innocuous
BY PAULA HARDIN
The fantastical imagery of a visionary artist
- Alfredo Arreguin - is at Gallery 4 at Evergreen State College. This work is original,
exciting and breathtaking. To quote the
catalog available, the paintings "literally
shimmer with brilliant color and impeccably
rendered detail. " Rarely have I found

geometric designs rendered with linear precision configure primordial landscapes inhabited
by creatures of the earth, sea and the sky. In
these lyrical panoramas of dappled shadows,
shimmering waters and luxuriant vegetation,
the human presence is yet to be. Before us is
an endenic natural world, an enchanted
tropical paradise where iguanas, leopards and

catalogs or P.R. releases that sounded so full
of hyperbole to be accurate; in this case words

monkeys cavort side by side with brilliantly
feathered birds, exotic butterflies and mesmerizing creatures of the sea. "

can hardly do the images justice.
Arreguin's work is being featured as part

There are also some small sculptures on
display which feature his animal imagery.

of the "Chicano Cultural Expression in the
Pacific Northwest''' project that is being car-

These pieces also are patterned, but they do
not have the impact or power of his oil paintings which are large (around 4 'x6 ') and

ried out at the College. As a part of this project, Tomas Ybarra-Frausto, has written an
essay on Arreguin's work (that is available at
the show) which describes the imagery

more brilliantly colored. Arreguin is not an
obscure artist by any means. He has had oneman shows in San Francisco, New York City,
D.C., and our own Bellevue Art Museum.

beautifully: "The luminous and magical
world reflected in the paintings of Alfredo Arreguin presents a kaleidoscopic vision of shif-

He is a Seattle artist and obtained both his BA
and MFA from the University of

ting layers of pattern. Overlapping zones of

continued on page 4

vocabulary of the time.
The other characters were well portrayed also, and proved exceptional
-that of Creon (the King of Thebes),
who was represened by Houston
Dougharty. Creon was not only decked out in the productin's most
elaborate costume, but his booming
voice and grandiose style left the audience wishing for more of the same.
As usual, Houston's part was much
too brief.
The "chorus" of twelve women
melted into a shadowy, moving mass,
signifying the lower class. Each individual was veiled and wrapped in
five to six layers of dark clothing so as
to denounce the importance of and
conceal their single identities. The
group advanced and receded effectively, sometimes crawling,
sometimes slithering over the lower
platforms at Medea's feet, or else
positioning themselves at the edges
of the stage. They engaged
themselves in chanting, moaning, and
relentless pleadings, all of which were
reflective of and reactionary to the
monologues of Medea. This chorus
innovatively served as a questioning
agent through which the audience
could doubt and challenge the
heroine as she voice her motivations
and contrived vengeful schemes.
Although their vocalizing may have
appeared just a tad out of character at
points, the synchronization they
achieved was admirable, and it certainly served its purpose well.
A typically ancient Greek atmosphere was sufficient for this play,
as the gist of the tragedy was realized
almost entirely by means of dialogue.
The set crew accomplished this
through the simulation of marble
floors, steps, and romanesque pillars
which produced a convincingly
realistic effect.
The lighting, costumes, and introduction music were equally appropriate and effectively used. The
musical preamble to Medea was composed especially for its prodution in
London, containing several individual
pieces, one of which ;s, "Medea's Lament." Use of lighting accentuated
the intense moods created in this
play, and furthermore designated the
symbolic status and significance of
each characture--a factor quite
essential to the underlying meaning of
this production. Costumes were

perfectly suited to the time and purpose of each characture, most actors
being dressed int he fashion of traditional ancient Greece.
Overall, Medea was a monumental
task of which the UPS theater department can be proud. Whether this
university's general audience is
psychologically and intellectually
ready for such a work of stage drama
or whether those who attend have the
background for the appreciation such
a work deserves is debatable. This
play is a classic, and executed for the
sake of drama as a serious art in itself,
and for the analysis and experience of
pure tragedy. It will not cut the cake
for someone seeking mere entertainment defined by contemporary standards. Medea is, however, a must for
Greek tragedy lovers,
Shakespearians, drama enthusiasts
and the like. If you don't fit into one of
these categories, and would like to
expose yourself to a little ancient
culture, read up on the background of
Medea (conveniently offered within
the play program), study up on the
related mythology and vocabulary,
and go expecting both a challenging
and educational experience. It is a
venture you won't want to miss!

STEP
INSIDE
THE BAR REVIEW
A brand new tavern on the water

RECORDS
Oingo Boingo & The English Beat

CALENDAR
Asian Culture Week & some clowning around
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THE BAR REVIEW

Getting Down
BY CLARK YERRINGTON

questionable whether it is angled to catch
maximum sun.
There is an excellent selection of brew on
tap at Katie Downs Besides eating and drinking, there is currently only video games and
TV to amuse yourself with. Soon a small
upstairs room will be open with a 360-degree
view and a telescope, for viewing (land,
water, or people next door at
Clinkerdagger's). The food is currently
limited to pizza and steamed clams - it 's first
class fare but overpriced. Soon (probably
within two weeks) the hours will be expanded and the tavern will open for lunch, adding
sandwiches, chowders, and salads to the
menu. In the future Katie Downs could be a
nice lunch spot in the vein of the Engine
House, but with a view and a sun deck.
Katie Downs has a lot of possibilities for
the future. It seems to have been patterned
after the Tides Tavern in Gig Harbor
-hopefully it will attain similar success. There
is definitely a possibility of having live bands
there - the place looks like the perfect party
house, and has a nice hardwood floor. It
might not be ideal acoustically - because of
the lack of sound absorbing material, it 's hard
to hear anything in there now above the din.
Maybe opening up the doors to the deck
would help during a live performance.

Katie Downs
3211 Rustan Way
756-0771
4-2 every day
Beer & Wine/Food

Tacoma 's newest tavern, Katie Downs,
opened last Sunday on the waterfront. KD's
is now being broken in by a large daily crowd
who are spilling beer and pizza on the floor in
an attempt to get rid of the odor of fresh paint
and stain. The bar was named after the
owner's great-grandmother. The owner has
assembled a dedicated staff - the service is excellent. It's a good beginning for a place with
a lot of potential.
The building itself is of modern design -it 's
a bit of a turn-off at first because it is very innocuous, especially from the road. Once inside it becomes clear that it is a totally functional design - form follows function here.
The beams and heating ducts are exposed.
Three side of the building are almost completely glass - the room is purposely low-key
so as not to detract from the view. The view
is fantastic - a panorama of Commencement
Bay, from Pt. Defiance to Mt. Rainier. Light
also streams in through skylights in the ceiling. There's a nice deck out hack but it's
r

continued on page 3

Oingo Boingo

Bizarre Boys
BY BILL LOGAN & CLARK YERRINGTON
Nothing to Fear
Oingo Boingo
I.R.S.
Grey Matter; Insects; Private Life;
Wild Sex (In the Working Class); Running on a Treadmill.
Whole Day Off; Nothing to Fear
(But Fear Itself); Why'd We Come;
Islands; Reptiles and Samurai.
When Oingo Boingo finally plays in Seattle, it will be like running into an old friend
who owes you money. The group has recently cancelled a scheduled appearance at
Seattle's Showbox for the second time in a
month. Judging from their records they would
he fantastic onstage - it's too bad that they
had to get our hopes up twice only to back
out both times.

II ►
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SEE THE BAND
THAT UPSTAGED
TOMMY TUTONE

"The Cowboys' tunes were more varied than
Tutone's. They weren't all heavy rockers.
Some had reggae overtones, at least one was
rockabilly and others showed rhythm-andblues influences.
"In fact, the opening band, Seattle's own
Cowboys, stole the show. Its music was far
more original and rocked a lot harder than
Tutone's. Ian Fisher, the Cowboys' lead
singer, was in top form and Jeff Cerar, the
lead guitarist, was at his cool best.
"Cerar's guitar solos were spare, tasteful
and expertly played. He blew both Tutone
guitarists off the stage. "
—Patrick MacDonald

The Seattle Times

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 30
Great Hall
UPS Student Union
$2 with UPS ID
$1 in costume
PRESENTED BY ASUPS DANCE COMMITTEE

Their new album Nothing to Fear appeared
in August, and, like their last album Only a
Lad and their EP Oingo Boingo, it poleaxes
the listener with zealous, grinding rhythms
and frantic melodies.
Vocalist/songwriter/rhythm
guitarist/group leader Danny Elfman sings
with all the care-free whimsy of a teenage
psychopath, perfectly complementing the rest
of the band's zaniness. Steve Bartek
heightens each song with his unique "blitzkrieg" guitar swells, seemingly providing
the technical catalyst for the band. Richard
Gibbs (Ribbs) assists Bartek on this score.
Ribbs provides keyboards and synthesizers for
the group, illustrating Nothing to Fear with
sonic tandems. Drummer Johnny Hernandez
(Vatos) and bassist Kerry Hatch are the ones
that keep Oingo Boingo firmly in line with
their intense, winding tempos.

The horn section completes the groups
sound and makes them an irresistible party
band. Leon Schneiderman provides baritone

1,2,3," and "Rotating Head" validly

and alto saxes in addition to his "rum-

characterize this bands personality - contem-

baphones", a brand of percussion used heavily by the whole band on Nothing to Fear.

porary sounding while not losing sight of

close to crossing that sometimes fine line bet-

trumpet and trombone. Turner is a small,

ween ska and reggae, due to vocalist Ranking

older fellow, and has been known to drive lit-

Roger sounding not unlike a studio-dub reg-

tle girls in audiences into wild, frenzied

gae vocalist.
Saxa, the English Beat 's elderly sax

Fear is even more bizarre than Only a Lad - a
seemingly impossible achievement. The
album opens with "Grey Matter, " a fast

addition to the band, providing clarinet,
lyricon and additional sax. Trumpets and
trombone are played by Steve Sidwell, Dave
Lord and Vince Sullivan. Needless to say,
this album is denser with horns than their

vocals. "Insects" follows next, and is the
wildest tune on the record - it's a surging,

previous two.
Also new to the band is Dave Blockhead,

bucking song, augmented with whining, buz-

the English Beats first keyboard player. Along

zing insects and fly swatter noises. Paranoia

with guitarist/vocalist Dave Wakeling, bass

and mind control are reoccurring themes on

player David Steele, guitarist Andy Cox and
drummer Everett Morton, the English Beat

developed more fully this time around,
especially on "Private Life", "Grey
Matter", and the title track - ("Hey
neighbor, let me give you some advice/the
Russians are about to pulverize us in our sleep
tonight"). Side two closes with "Reptiles
and Samurai", a catchy and compelling song
about a rather offbeat topic. Only these guys
could write songs of this nature.
Oingo Boingo originated in Los Angeles a

now number eight in all (not to mention the
contributing artists). The result is an album
that sounds like a studio party as well as a
studio session. Get those dancing shoes on,
bub.

own

continued from page
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Anyway, too much noise shouldn't cause any

few years ago, and have developed into a

problems since there are no nearby neighbors.

credible new wave hand with a considerable
following. We'd really love to know when

Quite understandably, the owner doesn't
want to deal with live music at this early

they are going to grace Seattle with their

stage. Hopefully, Katie Downs will be able to

schizoid presence.

attract the right clientele and continue to
maintain the high standards they've set for

English Beat

New Beat
Release is
Their Best
BY BILL LOGAN
Special Beat Service
The English Beat
I.R.S.
I Confess; Jeanette; Sorry; Sole
Salvation; Spar Wid Me; Rotating
Head.
Save It for Later; She's Going; Pato
and Roger Ago Talk; Sugar & Stress;
End of the Party; Ackee 1 ,2,3.
The English Beat have released their third
successive hip dance album. Special Beat Service sees them perfecting their ska oriented
music, apparently content with the niche
they've carved out for themselves as an important component of the ska movement.
Such songs as ''Save it for Later" and "I
Confess" see the English Beat becoming increasingly melodic. True to form, though,
this album is also fortified with fine dance

First American to
Orbit the Earth

'''OME
tte AMERICA
LIGHTING FIXTURE vtontk
LIGHTING

TOP

SINGLES

player, is not alone on this album as on the
previous two. Wesley Magoonan is a new

mixture of strange sounds and stranger

this record. These were accentuated on
"Controller" off of Only a Lad and are

October 1982

their roots. On "Pato and Roger/Ago Talk)"
and "Spar Wid Me", the English Beat come

Sam Phipps (Sluggo) executes the tenor and
soprano saxes, and Dale Turner performs on

peaks. Don't ask why.
The band members wind together on
Nothing to Fear to produce a kinetic,
danceable, Twilight Zone sound. Nothing to

22

compositions, the type which makes this
British ensemble so entertaining. "Ackee

themselves.

KUPS FM 90.1 Wavebreaker
Romeo Void -- "Chinatown"

Psychedelic Furs -- "Love My Way"

Psychedelic Furs -- "Love My Way"

Yaz -- "Don't Go"

R.E.M. -- Wolves, "Lower"

Bananarama -- "Shy Boy"
Tom Tom Club -- "Under

The Boomtown Rats -- "House On Fire'
The English Beat -- "Sole Salvation"
The Clash -- "Should I Stay or Should I
Go"
X -- "Hungry Wolf"
Bow Wow Wow -- "Baby Oh No"
ABC -- "Poison Arrow"

the

Boardwalk"
Soft Cell -- "What"
Q-Feel -- "Dancing in Heaven"
The Clash -- "Rock the Casbah"
ABC -- "Relook of Love"
Duron Duron -- "Hungry Like the Wolf"

Duran Duran -- "Hungry Like A Wolf"
Wall of Voodoo -- "Mexican Radio"

Trio -- "Da Da Dan"
Bad Manners -- "My Girl Lollipop"

Berlin -- "Tell Me Why"

Bow Wow Wow -- "Baby Oh No"

Talk Talk -- "Talk Talk"

Soft Cell -- "Torch'''

Stray Cats -- "Stray Cat Strut"
Missing Persons -- "Walk in L.A. "

Modern English -- "I Melt with You"
X -- "The Hungry Wolf"

Altered Images -- "See Those Eyes"
Translator -- "Everywhere That I'm
Not"
Men At Work -- "Land Down Under"
A Flock of Seagulls -- "Space Age Love
Song'
Josie Cotton -- "Johnny Are You
Queer?"

Depeche Mode -- "Leave in Silence"
1 7 . Pylon -- "Beep"
REM -- "Carnival of Sorts"
The Jam -- "The Bitterest Pill"
The Associates -- "18 Karat Love Affair"

Get naked & throw ice!

al•
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22 FRIDAY
CONCERT - Paul Carrack/8
pm/Eagles Hippodrome, Seattle
PLAY - "Medea"/8 pm/UPS Inside
Theater
CAMPUS FILM - "Missing"/6, 8:30,
& 11 pm/Mc 006
FACULTY RECITAL - Margaret
Ponak, flute & Richard Kessler,
piano/8 pm/Jacobsen
23 SATURDAY
PLAY - "Medea"/8 pm/UPS Inside
Theater
CAMPUS FILM - "Missing"/ 6, 8:30,
& 11 pm/Mc 006

24 SUNDAY
CULTURAL EVENT
The National Theater of the
Deaf/7:30 pm/UPS Fieldhouse
CAMPUS FILM - "Missing"/6, & 8:30
pm/Mc 006
ART - Ceramic Traditions & student
works - through 11/19
ASIAN CULTURE WEEK
(through 10/29)
The week-long event provides an
opportunity to experience Asian art,
poetry, music, theatre, religion,
education, customs and food.
A discussion of The Essence of
the Japanese Spirit" Thursday, October 28 with Elizabeth Rodgers at
7:30 p.m. in the Kilworth Chapel
Lounge.
Narrated slide shows from the
countries of Sri Lanka, Nepal, India,
Thailand, Korea, and China will be
shown at 8 p.m. Sunday, October 24
and at noon Monday through Friday in
the chapel lounge.
Informal presentations and films will
be given at 4 p.m. every weekday but
Thursday, October 28 and Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.
"Haiku," a Japanese cultural film,
will be shown at 4 p.m. Monday, October 25 in the chapel lounge, followed by an instant poetry-writing contest judged by UPS English professor
Barry Bauska. "Haiku" also will be
shown at 2 p.m. Friday, October 29
in room 304 of Jones Hall.
Among participants are members of

Phoebe - 10/25 in the SUB

Good & Bad
continued from page 1

the area Japanese community, UPS
Asian Studies professors and
students, and the hundreds of Asian
people share through the slides,
films, readings, and impressions provided by program leaders.
All events are free and open to the
public. The series is sponsored by
the UPS Asian Studies Program, the
Associated Students, the Pacific
Rim/Asia Study-Travel Program and
the Arts, Literature and Religion Programs.
For more information, call
756-3148

25 MONDAY
SHOWCASE Pat de Jong or "Phoebe", which is
her clowning name, will be at UPS on
Monday, October 25th. She will be
performing for Showcase in the Great
Hall and Snack Bar from 11:30 until
1:00. There will also be a workshop
on clowning for anyone who is interested, in Kilworth Basement from
4:00 p.m. until 6:00 Elm.
MUSIC - University Percussion
Ensemble/8 pm/Jacobsen

27 WEDNESDAY
SHOWCASE
-EbbanFlo/11:30-1:30/Snack Bar,
SUB
Willy Reedy and Susan Smith play a
variety of music, from classical to
bossa-nova. They are a local favorite
and have played at UPS before, so
take the time to come and hear them.
DEADLINE
The deadline for copy for this calendar for publication in next week's
issue is:
Wednesday, 27 Oct. 12 p.m.

JAPAN TODAY
attend FREE film showing!
See modern Japan and it's culture in 3 colorful
English- Language Films

Washington. Aside from the 1981 catalog
available for purchase in the student 's price
range, several offset posters were available,
signed and unsigned.
SUSAN LYTLE
The other artist at the Gallery 4 show is
Susan Lytle, also a Seattle artist. That is
where their similarity ends. Tomas YbarraFrausto also wrote an essay on her "smallscale narrative paintings" but in this case I
really question the accuracy of his assessments. Especially offensive to me was his
comment concerning the "overt use of
aesthetic resources frankly associated (by
whom I ask) with the feminine. Among these
are a preference for pale colors, autobiographical content, flower imagery and an
emphasis on sensuously tactile surfaces. " I
found the work to use very little pale color,
indeed the dominant color was blue (vs pink)
and the work was done with a great deal of
contrasts and few subtle shades. True, she
did include a self-portrait, but this can hardly
be considered a peculiarly feminine subject
-Rembrandt painted around 60 self-portraits.
Perhaps he finds her use of doll imagery to be
autobiographical; being female, I have no
doubt she played with dolls in her childhood,

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

A representative
will be on the campus
THURSDAY
OCTOBER 28, 1982
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of

if nothing else it's expected behavior. Flower
imagery has long borne the "stigma" of the
feminine - perhaps related to males' obsession
of "de-flowering" virgin females and the
assumed belief that the females then ever seek
to return to the ''flowered''' ' state by painting
flowers. When men paint flowers, it is called
still-life. Finally, her work, which YbarraFrausto felt had "sensuously tactile
surfaces", I found to be flat, hard-edged,
cold, distancing and precisely executed with
depressing connotations - not my interpretation of sensual work at all.
My own analysis is not dependent on her
sex, but rather is concerned with the work as
visual experiences. "Cracked, soiled, and
mangled dolls" and conventional still-life imagery requires more than she delivers to move
the viewer in a spiritual way. This is something I think great art does irregardless of the
subject matter. I do not think Lytle 's work
even rates a good art classification. The work
reflects little concern with design, and still
less with a unity of technique. Some paintings
contained very graphic elements which flattened the picture plane, then the other major
element was done with great concern for
depth and shadows. Precise details in one object (e.g. the dolls' faces) was set against
unremittingly monochromatic flat surfaces. I
like to assume the artist is doing things like
this deliberately, so I can only conclude the
ensuing disquieting image is what she wanted
to achieve. However, that she achieved her
objective does not mean that the objective
was what would make the artwork successful,
and her work is not successful. The art had no
life.
The Gallery 4 show will be open through
November 7 and Arreguin's work deserves
the effort to go see the show and have considerable time spent just looking at his work.
The Gallery is a bit of an adventure to find. It
is in the library building to the right of the
main library indoor entrance. I heard there
was an elevator there, but I got to the Gallery
by a concrete stairwell outside the main
building that led to the third floor roof and
had an exterior entrance to the Gallery off this
section. 1 also stopped by the Gallery 2 which
is in the main library section. It is featuring
two adjunct Evergreen State faculty, Bob
Haft and Tracy Hamby. Both are
photographers whose work I found
particularly innocuous.

HOLY
CALZONE!
$2.95.
Our newest offering is a spicy pocket of
hot mozzarella cheese and fresh vegetables,
meatballs or sausage baked in a light crust.
We call it "cal-ZONE-ee." And we think
you'll call it out-of-this-world.

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMEN

Interviews may be scheduled at

`Japan-An Overview' of this nation in current settings;
'A Cultural Journey into Japan' is scenic, historic, fascinating;
'Kaii--Higashiyama--Painter' presents new medium of artist

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

Everyone is invited as part of Asia: A Cultural Celebration Week
Tuesday, Oct. 26, 8-9:30 p.m.
Kilworth Chapel Lounge (basement)

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

PIZZA HAVEN
IS PIZZA HEAVEN
Tacoma North
2803 6th Ave
383-1797
6007 100th SW
Tacoma Lakewood
584-5881
Tacoma University 3820 Bridgeport Way W 564-4542
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THE
PIZZA
ANSWER
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GRAND OPENING!!
THE PIZZA ANSWER

627-8844

F4 L IR/Liiy

3602 CENTER at UNION

SUN-THURS 5PM-1AM

HALF HOUR DELIVERY 12 MINUTE CARRY-OUT

FRI&SAT 5PM-1:30AM

All pizzas start with our dough, made fresh at our shop, our specially blended sauce and
real mozzarella cheese. You take it from there.

ITEMS

MAY WE SUGGEST:
THE HAWAIIAN ANSWER

EXTRA THICK CRUST

canadian style bacon, pineapple, double cheese

PEPPERONI

THE COMBINATION ANSWER

SALAMI

pepperoni, canadian style bacon, green peppers,
onions, mushrooms, double cheese

CANADIAN STYLE BACON
SAUSAGE

THE MEAT-EATER'S ANSWER

GROUND BEEF

thick crust, pepperoni, salami, canadian style bacon,
sausage, ground beef

ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS

THE VEGETARIAN'S ANSWER
onions, green peppers, mushrooms, pineapple,
black olives, double cheese

MUSHROOMS
PINEAPPLE
OR

BLACK OLIVES

MAKE YOUR OWN ANSWER

JALAPENOS

buy a pizza with any five items and get a sixth
item or an extra Coke FREE

DOUBLE CHEESE

Cheese
Per item

12 -

14"

16 -

4.50
1.00

6.00
1.25

7.00
1.50

FREE PIZZA
BUY A LARGE PIZZA WITH THREE OR MORE ITEMS

FREE!

AND GET P SMALL ONE ITEM PIZZA FREE
IF YOU TELL US YOU'LL BE USING THIS COUPON

THE BIG DEAL
COUPON

Three OUARTCUPS
with a 16" pizza
Two OUARTCUPS
with a 12 — or 14" pizza
with purchase of any pizza
with one or more items

COKE or FANTA ORANGE
NO COUPON NECESSARY

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER
„, Hsi
lor

im 1VI

liv

One coupon per order
Expires:10/31/82
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LOGGER SPORTS
A Trainer's Work is Never Done
By Sheldon Spencer
In the UPS Athletic Department
nomenclature, James "Zeke" Schuldt
is designated "Head Athletic Trainer
and Sports Medicine Coordinator," a
somewhat stuffy and sedate title.
When one navigates his way
through the wave of bodies lining his
place of practice, the Fieldhouse
training room, on a typical weekday
afternoon, it would seem Schuldt
would be more aptly titled "Dr. Intense." The 37 year old veteran
marathoner agrees.
"The very nature of this job is intense. You have to make a decision
every time you talk to someone.
Whether changing from simple icing
of an injury to a different treatment
modality entirely. or diaanosina a prone football player's disability as a fracture of the spine, you have to be able
to think on your feet," Zeke contends. That is especially important
now, in the middle of fall, the season
of seasons.
In a typical day, Zeke and his corps
of 15 student assistants record 50 to
60 treatments. The number multiplies
two or even three-fold when the varsity sports teams begin their
schedules. Imagine administering aid
to a 220 pound men's basketball forward's broken pinkie, a women's soccer goalie's bruised ribs just before
taping the entire football team on
game day. "We never have a
season," he concedes. "We have
several."
A typical day will start at 7:00 in the
morning with the obligatory paperwork that comes with a title such as
"Head Athletic Trainer, et. al." The
ever-changing world of sports
medicine means regular reading of
the latest academic journals. In addition, Schuldt has to prepare lesson
plans for two classes [Basic Prevention and Care of Sports Injury, Red
CR
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Cross Emergency Aid] and seminars
in sports medicine. Sandwiched in
between this is living up to status as
sole supervisor to the 15 young,
albeit bright, on-the-job trainees. It
adds up to "very little down time and
staying in the evenings trying to catch
up."
The hectic pace could lend itself to
impersonal bedside manner, a
predicament Schuldt would like to
compensate for. "You have to approach each situation with insight.

The JBA takes pride in
welcoming its newest
member, "Bob" Painter.
He has successfully completed requirements and
exam for initiation.
The UPS Chapter of Women in
Communication has invited the
political reporter from the Tacoma
News Tribune to speak at the NIWA
House (the faculty lounge behind the
SUB) on Tuesday, October 26 at
7:00 p.m. JerryPugnetti will speak on
life as a reporter, how he handles his
job, and all the pros and cons which
the occupation entails. He will also be
open for an informal question and
answer session. There will be
cookies and punch, and all WICI
members as well as anyone interested is more than welcome to attend. The NIWA House is at: 3201
N.14th - right off the SUB parking lot.
See you there!
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Water Polo Tourney Here
The UPS Water Polo Club is hosting
a collegiate water polo tournament
tonight, tomorrow and Sunday, October 22, 23 and 24 at Wallace Pool
on the UPS campus. Billed as the
Northwest Water Polo League Round
Robin Tournament - Part II, the tournament will feature exciting, fast paced action in the water with ten teams
participating from the University of
British Columbia, Southern Oregon
State College, Portland State University, Orgegon State University,
University of Oregon, Washington
State University, University of
Washington, Lewis and Clark College, Pacific Lutheran University, and
UPS.
Team placings on the basis of this
and the first half of a round robin tournament which began at UO in Eugene
on Oct. 8, 9, and 10 will determine
seeding in the Northwest Conference
Tournament Nov. 13 and 14 at OSU
in Corvallis.
The UPS team will be playing four

games in the tournament, beginning
with the first game, at 7:00 pm on Friday, against the powerful University
of Oregon squad. Other UPS games
are at 11:00 am and 5:00 pm on
Saturday against Portland State and
Lewis and Clark, respectively, with a
10:00 am Sunday game against WSU
scheduled to finish off the action.
In all, twenty games will be played
during the tourney. There will be a
nominal admission charge (UPS
students receiving a major discount)
and weekend passes will be available
at a reduced rate. Proceeds from
these donations will go the the UPS
Water Polo Club's travel fund.
Remember, action starts at 7:00
Friday night, at 8:00 am and continuing all day Saturday, and at 8:00 Sunday morning. Water Polo is one of the
most exciting and fascinating spectator sports around, and all the best
teams of the Northwest and British
Columbia will be at this tournament,
so don't miss out! BE THERE .

Spiker Express Derailed
By Sheldon Spencer

6th ave. Between Adams and Proctor

759-3541

cedures. We try as often as possible
to make it an educational process for
the injured persons."
"Zeke" [the nickname he picked up
in grade school] began his tour of duty as Puget Sound's only full-time
trainer. "I love my work. The periodic
input from athletes, the occasional
'thank you' helps compensate for the
losses I've suffered," he contends.
With that in mind, Dr. Intense looks
forward to the next day.
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Some athletes want to play immediately...they approach the prospect of extended recovery with the
attitude, 'I want to play now, who
cares if I can't walk ten years from
now."
"Most people feel all trainers do is
tape, and the time spent taping is an
intense time of the day. But we also
spend a great deal of time recognizing severity of injury, advising treatment, and prescribing recovering pro-
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Coming into the stretch run of an
otherwise dazzling season, the Lady
Logger Volleyball team encountered a
small stumbling block: Simon Fraser
University.
The Clanswomen were the sole
thing seperating the Lady Loggers
from claiming last weekend's UPS Invitational championship, and they
managed to become a big enough
obstacle to derail the Loggers 15-5,
19-15 in the championship round.
The Loggers fell to 25-6 overall.
Undaunted, Logger Head Coach
Scott Cubberly leads his troops to
Ashland, Oregon this weekend to participate in the Southern Oregon State
College tourney. It's one tournament
Cubberly expects "to play well and
win. Our girls have shown the ability
to keep learning and improvising.
They're becoming mentally tough and

volleyball demands it more than any
other sport."
The Lady Loggers hope to compensate for the loss of setter Sandy
Schornak, who sprained her ankle in
the UPS Invitational versus Southern
Oregon, with the insertion of
freshman Kari Howland into the starting fold. Howland "did an admirable
job replacing Schornak, but we had to
change our strategy, live with a
weaker block, and our team play was
not as smooth as a result," said Cubberly.
Schornak should be ready to return
in about two weeks. In the meantime,
her teammates will complete the 2
day Southern Oregon tournament,
travel to the City of Roses to tackle
the University of Portland, then entertain the same squad next Thursday
evening at the FIELDHOUSE.

Logs Win by Crook's
Hooks
By Paul Klawitter
The Logger defense held off a late
game surge by the Cal State-Northridge Matadors to salvage a 21-14
win Saturday at North Campus
Stadium in Northridge. The UPS
record now stands at five wins and
two losses as the Loggers prepare to
play their last three games at home
against Portland State, Eastern
Washington and Carroll College.
The Loggers got their first score
late in the first quarter on a 25 yard
field goal by Wayde Stephens. The
drive was set up by a Northridge fumble on their own 41 and was
highlighted by a 16 yard Bagby run.
UPS got on the board again in the
second quarter as Don Moore ran in
from the five capping a 75 yard, 15
play drive. The big plays of that drive
were a 21 yard completion from
Drivstven to tight end Eric Bowton
and a 32 yard bomb to wide receiver
Mike Bos. After the TD Dave Estes
ran in a faked extra-point attempt for
the two point conversion.
The final score in the first half
came late in the second quarter as
the Loggers got into their two-minute
offense and marched 80 yards

downfield. Ron Bagby took the ball in
from the one with only nine seconds
remaining and after the extra-point,
the Logs led 18-0 at the intermission.
In the second half, UPS got
another field goal after Buster Crook
intercepted his 16th career pass and
returned it 24 yards to the Matador
22. From there the Loggers drove to
the one and had an apparent
touchdown as Don Moore rambled in
on a pitch. The score was called back
for holding and the Logs had to settle
for the three pointer.
The Matadors didn't take too long
to respond and after taking the Logger kick at their own 29, got 19 yards
on a pass interference call, completed a 41 yard bomb from Duddy to
Carlarossi and had the ball at the Logger 11. From there Duddy threw to
Carbonneau for the TD and after the
extra-point Northridge trailed the Loggers 21-7.
The UPS offense then went into
second half doldrums, gaining only
48 of their 273 total yards in the half
and were also whistled for 12
penalties in tho second half for 112
yards. Northridge took advantage of

the sloppy play and scored again on a
nine yard pass from Duddy to
Bergiadis with 9:55 remaining in the
fourth quarter. The score stood at
21-14 and the Loggers were now in a
football game.
Both teams traded punts, but the
Matadors took possession with about
three minutes left and drove to the
Logger 43. Crook then stepped in
front of a Northridge pass for his 1 7th
theft - breaking the school record of
16 career interceptions set by Steve
Levenseller, and the Loggers had
assured another win.
The victory was the fourth in a row
for the Logs who this Saturday host
the Vikings of Portland State at Baker
Stadium. The Vik's have a tough
schedule this year as indicated by
their 0-6 record (I wonder if they miss
Neil Lomax?) They are coming off a
20-6 loss at the hands of the Big Sky
conference Weber State and have
been outscored by their opponents
198-41 (that figures to 33-7 per
game) on the year. They have allowed
327 yards per game total yards while
averaging 256 themselves.
Logger head coach Ron Simonson, a Portland State alum himself,
isn't taking the Vikings lightly though
and is making sure the defense 'ready (Crook included).
Logger notes: Tailback Ron Bagby
had 20 carries for 89 yards against
Northridge and is the Loggers'
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leading rusher having amassed 340
yards in 81 carries....Mike Bos leads
all receivers with 39 receptions for
458 yards.... Quarterback Rod
Drivstven has completed 88 of 154
for 969 yards and five
interceptions.... Wayde Stephens is
the Loggers' leading scorer with 42
points. He is 12 for 12 on points after
and has hit on 10 of 14 field goal attempts. Wayde is also averaging
39.4 yards per punt.

Due to the recent number of eye
injuries in our facilities (and the loss of
one eye that occurred at another
facility), the following policy has been
adapted by the Athletic Department:
Effective November 1, 1982, it will
be MANDATORY for all persons planning tc paly handball or racquetball to
wear eyeguards. There will be NO
EXCEPTIONS. Eyeguards would include safety eye glasses or any other
approved eyeguard. Anyone not
wearing adequate eye protection will
not be allowed to participate.
Eyeguards will be available to
check out at the Pavilion (in exchange
for University I.D. or reasonable collateral) or may be purchased in the
main athletic office during normal
business hours, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Mon.
through Fri.

Breakfast For Champions
by Sheldon Spencer
This office recently received a cornmuniqu4 from the Dallas Cowboys.
It is dated October 8, addressed to
yours humbly and emanates from the
offices of Gil Brandt, Vice President In
Charge of Football Operations, Dallas
Cowboys Football Club.
Apparently Gil is concerned with
three matters of importance, each
regarding "future professional
talent." In pro football circles the
Cowboys have earned the reputation
of being pigskin Pygmalions, capable
of molding mere lumps of clay into
hale and hearty gridiron gladiators.
They leave no stone unturned in their
quest for potential building blocks, so
inevitably Dallas is bound to come to
that football factory of great reknown,
the University of Puget Sound, in
search of brick and mortar.
Before Gil asks for anything,
however, he feels obliged to thank us
for the many past favors...extended
to the Dallas Cowboys." Well gee,
Gil, anytime we can be of service in
keeping your franchise afloat and
financially solvent, just give us a ring
on the red phone. Call collect if you
want.
Then Brandt begins business.
"Please fill in the necessary information requested below and return as
soon as possible." Normally we are
not inclined to do any paperwork, but
since it would help you out, Gil ol'
buddy, hand us the rubber stamp.
First:"Kindly list in order of ability
regardless of year in school players
who you feel have future pro potential
on your squad."
Will do, Gilbert, because there are
no problems here, pal.
Second:"Kindly list all players who
you have played against who you feel
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have future pro potential."
Okay, we think we can accommodate
that request.
Third:"Kindly list the person who
you feel is the best athlete at your
school."
Wait a minute, Mr. Brandt, that's
quite the tall order. This will require
some thought; we'll have to confer.
So let's confer. Most of our
nominees for Best Athlete consideration have met with derision and scoffing from self-proclaimed know-it-alls
whose own nominations are equally
laughable. Not wishing to submit a
name to the Dallas heirarchy which
doesn't have the consensus of the
University's backing, we here at
Breakfast For Champions open the
floor for suggestions.
There are no criteria for nominees
other than the requirement that they
be members of the UPS community.
Everyone who has to set foot on this
campus for some reason every week
is therefore eligible. If you know of a
custodian who can run the 100 yard
dash in 9.7 seconds, send his or her
name in. If your roommate can bench
press 450 pounds, send her name in.
If you have seen the University president pound the pavement at six in the
morning and you are impressed with
his "future pro potential", send Phil's
name in.
Also include your reasons for making this person a Cowboy candidate.
Each submission will be read carefully
and weighed judiciously against
others. Don't dismiss this as merely a
bit of tomfoolery. Cowboys have
been found on basketball courts in
Oregon and Illinois, on cinder tracks
in Florida and Alabama, and literally

everywhere else.Send your nominations in any way, shape or form that is
legible and printable to:
COWBOYS CONTEST
c/o Sports Editor
The Trail
University of Puget Sound
Deadline for entry is Monday,
November 1, because we don't want
to keep Gil waiting on the edge of his
seat too long.
What's in it for you? ou will get
what Andy Warhol's promised all of
us---fleeting fame. We will print the
names of the candidate and
nominator, the reasons for our
choice, clip these together and whisk
them to the Vice President's office.
Gil will feed the vital stats into the
Cowboy computer and who knows,
maybe one late November Monday
evening, while you are hunched over
a typewriter attempting to watch Monday Night Football and crank out a 25
page term paper for Business Law
490 (that's one for Ripley), you'll hear
something like this:
Gifford: And, oh my, the pass is intercepted, and once again the Dallas
Cowboys have squelched another
last ditch effort by their opponents to
salvage a victory. And the Cowboy
hero for this week appears to be the
unknown rookie from Tiny Puget
Sound, number 45, that's --Meredith (singing): Turn out the
lights, the oarty's 000verrr, And they
say that all good things must end ....
Gifford: That's number 45, being
congratulated by teammates now,
little--The Humble One: You know, Giffer,
earlier this summer my wife Abby and
I, along with our daughter Hillary,

who's working at NBC, had the opportunity to drop in on Cowboys VicePresident Gil Brandt and his lovely
wife Marge at their summer bungalow
in Thousand Oaks, California; it was a
pitstop on our way to cover the AIiStallone fight. While discussing prospects for the 1983 edition of
America's Team with me over hor
d'oeuvres, which Marge prepares in a
rather unique way which we will expound upon later in the broadcast,
there was one name Gill kept mentioning. There was one figure that
stuck out in the crowd as far the
Cowboys were concerned. That
figure belonged to none other than
that young person right there, number
45, little Betty Smith from Tiny Puget
Sound College, which is a fine institution located somewhere near Seattle.
I'll let you get back to the game in a
moment, Giff, after we tell our
viewers that little Betsy was a mere
point guard on her intramural basketball team when some extremely
knowledgeable people recommended
her for a try-out with the Cowboys. Gil
Brandt is forever grateful, isn't that
right, Danderoo?
Meredith: And they say that all
good things must end...
By this time you've not only completed half of your term paper, you're
experiencing a warm feeling inside
that comes with the satisfaction of
knowing you've done something
positive with your life.
So find Betty or Betsy, or anyone
else who will cause Howard. Cosell to
rave on national television, and let us
hear about it. Leave no stone unturned.
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...On Messy Rooms
By Steve Campion
Rooms were invented to become
messy. Mister and Mrs. Primitive's
first cave had a dirty floor. Even after
wooden floors replaced the dirt, the
room stayed one step ahead of its
owner. It invented clutter. We all
know clutter. He was our best friend
in third grade. We kept him in our
bedrooms at night. We played with
him during the day. Our mothers
never liked him though. "Get rid of
this clutter," she said. We never completely exterminated clutter, only hid
him away in the closet for three
weeks, then slowly, piece by piece,
helped him crawl back into the room.
Clutter was made up of traditional
items: old homework assignments,
clothes, textbooks we lost the year
before, and of course, something
owned by someone else. It did not
matter what it was, only that it was
needed "now". "Where is my
thingamajig?" your father would
shout. "Look in hisroom," a brother or
sister shouted back. We all knew
what was missing was in the room,
but we never found it immediately.
The clutter hid it in the finest hiding

place until no one looked for it
anymore, then, like a lake in the fall,
turned itself over allowing the sediment to rise to the top.
When we left for college, we had
no plans to abandon our friend. We
packed him away in our suitcase and
brought him with us. Those first days
on campus were meant to give us
time to unpack and adjust. We adjusted Jim-Bob dandy, but lost the
time to unpack. We began living out of
our suitcase, taking what we needed
when we needed. Slowly, clutter was
back with us. It was like a family reunion. We were at home again and
clutter was with us. He is that pile of
clothes that need washing at the foot
of the bed near the dresser. He is
that stack of paper on the desk, the
papers that have lecture notes from
science and doodles from boredom.
He is that top drawer of your desk,
the one with rulers, pencils, pens,
and scissors, that you keep meaning
to put in order but never do because
you have a class in ten minutes.
But, it does not matter that we cannot put our drawer in order. The important point is that clutter is with us

and always will be. He is a close personal friend. We are the only ones
who understand him. He is the only
one that understands us. Who else
would understand why we saved a
drawing of a dog we made in grade
two or an algebra test we got a 92
percent on in junior high school? He

helps us. His specialty is interior
decorating with a "lived-in" look. Expelling him from your room could only
aggravate him. He might leave temporarily, but come back a month later
with friends and tornado your room.
Or worse, he could become an ally of
your roommate.

Mushroom Event
Can you feel the difference between a mushroom and a toadstool or
make a distinction between an edible
and a poisonous mushroom? The
Snake Lake Nature Center will help
educate any interested persons this
weekend when it sponsors a two-day
mushroom show.
The first annual event will include
more than one hundred varieties of
mushrooms on display, labeled with
proper name and edibility. All mushrooms were gathered from the
Tacoma area with samples from the
yellow chanterelle to the iridescent
purple laccaria amethystina.
A panel of experts led by University of Washington's Dr. Daniel Stuntz
will be available to answer any questions and help identify mushrooms
visitors may bring.

A "smell and feel" table will also be
at the Nature Center, giving visitors a
better sense of varieties. Mushroom
murals done by local elementary
classes will be on hand as will be
mushroom books, field guides and
lists of local mushroom societies.
The show will open at one o'clock
and continue until 9 p.m. Saturday
and again 1-7 p.m. on Sunday at the
Snake Lake Nature Center at the corner of 19th and Tyler, south of the
University of Puget Sound. Admission
is $2 for adults and $1 for children.
The mushroom show is only a part of
the Nature Center, which will continue its fall schedule with various
hikes, slide shows and classes.
In addition to visitors, the Nature
Center is anxious to have student interns or volunteers for upcoming projects.

London Winterim Class Offered
CTA 374, London Theatre and
Museum Studies, is a new course offered by Professor Janet Neil during
the 1983 winterim. This course will
examine how theatrical style relates
to cultural style.
Students will spend twenty-two
days in London. Tickets will be
reserved in advance for six theatre,
ballet, and opera performances, and
half-price tickets for other performances may be purchased in

England. A backstage tour at the National Theatre has been arranged, as
have three seminars with resident
theatre artists.
A major complement of the course
involves museums, galleries, and the
architecture of London. The class will
use excursions to museums and
historic buildings as an on-campus
course in design or acting might use a
textbook. That is, in order to move as
the characters move, the actors have
to know about the furniture, clothing,

attitudes; the designers must be able
to create spaces which bring the play
to life as a result of experiencing architecture, music, fabrics, etc., of a
period. The style of a period reflects
the social and political history of the
times, and the changes that occur in a
society are then reflected in the patterns and shifting artistic trends that
develop within the period. In looking
at a period from history this course
will work to get beyond facts and

dates to the essence of what makes
up the artistic and cultural mood of a
period.
There will be an information and interest meeting on October 28 at
3:00 in the Inside Theatre in Jones
Hall. The prerequisite is CTA 275 or
comparable experience. Students
who are interested in the course but
are unable to attend this meeting
should contact Prof. Neil at X3330
for details.

Thompson Exhibit
Opens
The faculty, staff and student body
are invited to attend the dedication of
a permanent exhibition of memorabilia
honoring Dr. R. Franklin Thompson,
former president of the University of
Puget Sound on Friday Oct. 22. The
11 a.m. ceremony and ribbon cutting
in the foyer of Thompson Hall will bring together the Board of Trustees of
the University, members of the
University community and many
friends to celebrate the occasion.
The exhibit, designed by Leonard
Conkling of Portland, documents the
achievements of Dr. Thompson during his long tenure as President.
The foyer of the R. Franklin
Thompson Science complex, named
for the former president, has been
converted to an exhibition area which
will house a series of display cases
containing photographs and other
memorabilia illustrating major events
from 1912 to 1973 when President
Thompson retired.
The impact of President Thompson
on the development of the University
of Puget Sound is almost incalculable.
During his stewardship, the size of
the enrollment, faculty and endowment tripled. The campus itself came

into its present configuration through
Dr. Thompson's strong building program: he built 30 new buildings and
renovated five other buildings during
three decades.
In 1942, when he arrived at the
then College of Puget Sound, Dr.
Thompson became, at the age of 34,
one of the youngest college
presidents in the nation. A native of
Nebraska, he was ordained a minister
at the age of 18. He is a graduate of
Nebraska Wesleyan and completed
graduate studies at Drew University
earning Master's and Ph.D. degrees
and was the recipient of a Delaplaine McDaniel Graduate Fellowship to Oxford University.
His study at Oxford was to have
enormous influence on his choice of
architectural designs for the University of Puget Sound. Many of the
buildings at the Tacoma campus are
replicas of the English University.
Over the years, Dr. Thompson
served as president of the Rotary
Club and the World Affairs Council.
He has also served on the boards of
the Pacific First Federal Savings and
Loan Association, the Washington
State Historical Society and the
Tacoma General Hospital.

A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

FRIDAY, OCT. 29 at 9:00 AM
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
... You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post-graduate course, which enables you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.
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